CALS Partnership Program
By investing in the CALS Partnership Program, your organization will support innovative curricula and professional development opportunities for students as we prepare them to create solutions for our future. Benefits vary by level and can include mentorship and recruitment opportunities; script recognition and logo placement at events; and logo placement in correspondence pieces that reach alumni, friends, faculty and students.

$1,000–$20,000

Graduation Guardians
In 2016-2017, CALS students graduated with an average of $18,389 in student loan debt. CALS Graduation Guardians pledge $5,000/year for two to four years to support one student’s cost of attendance, helping students immediately prepare for the workforce without the burden of debt, and encouraging at-risk students to complete their degree.

$10,000–$20,000

CALS Dean’s Circle
An annual investment in the CALS Dean’s Circle helps the dean achieve the highest priorities of the college, such as innovative curricula, funding to attract premier graduate students and faculty seed grants for teaching excellence.

$500–$10,000

Giving Opportunities

‘41 Fellows Initiative
Through this initiative, the college aims to secure one endowment for each CALS graduate student program. These endowments will help us recruit and retain outstanding graduate students, one of our strategic priorities.

$350,000–$500,000

Adopt a CALS Classroom
Embrace education by renovating a classroom in need. Updates will include fresh paint, upgraded technology and replacing bolted-down desks with mobile tables and chairs. These changes will promote collaborative learning and improve the student experience. Named signage will be displayed recognizing the donor. Gifts of $50K+ leverage a match from the UF Provost.

$50,000–$100,000

For more information on how you can support CALS, please contact UF/IFAS Advancement at 352-392-1975 or advancement@ifas.ufl.edu

THANK YOU!